GROW-PLEX ORG LC

™

WITH HUMIC ACID DERIVED FROM MENEFEE HUMATE®
Has excellent tank mix flexibility due to its formulation and neutral pH
CONTAINS NON-PLANT FOOD INGREDIENT
0.25% Humic acid derived from MENEFEE HUMATE
Density: 8.39 lbs. per gallon at 68°F.
pH 6.2

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

This product is not considered hazardous under the Globally Harmonized System (GHS regulations).
AGRICULTURE
Soil Applications
In-furrow: apply 1–2 gal/acre (4–8 liters) of GROW-PLEX ORG LC™.
Drip-irrigation: apply 1–2 gal/acre (4-8 liters) of GROW-PLEX ORG LC™. Dissolve in sufficient water to provide
uniform application and then add liquid fertilizer or other tank mix partners. See instructions on this label
(Preparing Tank Mix Solutions). Apply banded, in-furrow, side-dressed, or through flood, furrow or drip irrigation.
Foliar Applications
Apply 1/2–1 gal/acre (2–4 liters) of GROW-PLEX ORG LC™ per application with fertilizer using sufficient
water for uniform coverage of the crop. See instructions on this label (Preparing Tank Mix Solutions).

STORAGE

Always replace the lid tightly after use. Store in a dry place in the original container.

PREPARING TANK MIX SOLUTIONS

Thoroughly clean all spray mixing and application equipment prior to and following each use.
Unless directed by the mixing instructions on the product label being used with GROW-PLEX ORG LC™
follow these procedures:
1. Add the desired amount of water if required to the tank and begin agitation. Add GROW-PLEX ORG LC™
at a rate of 4 oz per gallon of water and agitate until totally dissolved into a liquid concentrate. If needed you
can add a soil penetrant to the tank mix.

2. Add liquid fertilizer. Do not mix GROW-PLEX ORG LC™ directly with undiluted tank mix partners until you
have “jar tested” in a separate container the proportionate amount of GROW-PLEX ORG LC™ to make
sure the products are compatible prior to tank mixing. Agitate and let stand 10 minutes.
3. Continue filling while agitating until all added products are thoroughly mixed into spray solution.
WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including cadmium which are
known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive
harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
Information regarding the contents and levels of metals in the product is available on the Internet at
http://www.aapfco.org/metals.html
DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES: J.R. Simplot Company warrants that the composition of this product
conforms to the description and is reasonably fit for the purpose as stated on the label only when used in
accordance with label directions under normal conditions of use. This warranty is expressly in lieu of all other
warranties and representations expressed, implied, or statutory, including warranties of merchantability and
fitness for a particular use. Timing, rate and method of application, weather and crop conditions, and mixtures
not specifically recommended on this label or an accompanying written recommendation, are beyond the
control of the seller. Buyer assumes all risks of use, storage and handling of this material not in strict
accordance with directions given herewith. Buyer further agrees that, in the event of damages resulting from,
but not limited to, weather or soil conditions, presence of other materials, or failure to follow label directions,
responsibility will be assumed by the buyer or user; and to accept a replacement of the product or a refund of
the purchase price of the product, at buyer’s option, as full discharge of seller’s liability. No one is authorized
to make any other warranty, guarantee or directions concerning this product, and no such warranties, guarantees or directions shall be valid or binding upon seller.
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NET CONTENTS: 275 GALS ( 1,040.99 L)

LOT NUMBER: _________
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